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#001
Posted by Andrew Platt on 05/12/2021 at 9:57am [Comment ID: 3520] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

I'm not sure why the zoning change is hitting the residential areas. There's no reason to have these have commercial. Over the years there have been
minor issues with the divide that is between commercial and residential here and not having a clear divide is a problem.
The houses on the South side of 22nd Rd are part of the community across the road, up Columbus, Burlington and Buchanan streets. They are not part
of a Lee Hwy community.

#002
Posted by Cindy Sliwa on 05/13/2021 at 10:17am [Comment ID: 3533] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

I'm unclear why Arlington would rezone thriving residential neighborhoods and seek to force traffic down narrow neighborhood streets, much less tear
down million dollar houses. This is a non-starter and a waste of time. We've literally been asking for help to avoid cut-through traffic for 20+ years! The
key to managing traffic on Lee Hwy and 50 is (and has always been) to make those roads as traffic-friendly as possible with timed lights and sensible
turn lanes NOT to drive traffic down narrow streets like Columbus where people are walking their dogs and kids are playing and riding bikes. If I were to
come up with the single worst idea for managing traffic, this would be it. This corner of Lee & Glebe (like the Arrowine strip) actually has a chance to be
somewhat charming - maintain the character of the KH line of shops and Bill's, keep development low between there and the fire station, focus your
efforts on the many large parcels that actually make sense economically (like the two big ones on the east side of Glebe & Lee, which have huge
impenetrable parking lots and already have existing buffer zones), and end Columbus at 22nd Street to give you neighbors to support the development.

#003
Posted by Jeanette Taylor on 05/13/2021 at 8:44pm [Comment ID: 3545] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

I play Russian Roulette every time I try to back out of my driveway, because Columbus Street is narrow, and people cut through to Lee Highway and
Glebe Road, using Columbus Street every day, especially on weekdays. They ignore the speed limit. Instead they rev their engines and accelerate, day
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and night. It would make more sense to close Columbus Street where it meets Lee Highway to take the option away. But the proposal to add a street,
to make traffic "T" right at my house, would make backing out of my driveway impossible. Not to mention, this is a tight-knit neighborhood, and the
proposal to tear down and destroy perfectly good homes just to put through another cut-through street, and create even more traffic on Columbus Street,
makes absolutely no sense. The traffic has always been bad, but it has gotten substantially worse in recent years, especially since Route 66 became a
toll road. Everyone is in a hurry to get to work, everyone is angry and short tempered. We need to keep traffic off of Columbus Street, not add more.

#004
Posted by Danny Smith on 05/13/2021 at 6:45pm [Comment ID: 3539] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Clean up the existing commercial spaces, create standardized building and signage aesthetic, etc.
neighborhood.

Please do not destroy the character of our

#005
Posted by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:08pm [Comment ID: 3845] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

We have been in the neighborhood since 2000 and have dogs. We value the walkability and long term, close friends we have made. I strongly oppose
the development plans for high density, 7 story building. This is especially true for the neighborhood around Lee and Columbus where new street access
and high density development is proposed that would destroy many single family homes and the character of one of the best neighborhood streets on
Burlington.

#006
Posted by Kenneth Roberts on 05/13/2021 at 9:38am [Comment ID: 3528] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

I get the impression that Scenario B's reason for existence is to make Scenario A look good. To remove residential housing this far up Columbus Street
makes no sense when there are many other areas (such as the large lot by Wells Fargo Bank at Glebe and Lee) that make more sense to develop.
Altering the character of the neighborhoods for no real gains does not make sense.
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Reply by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:43pm [Comment ID: 3851] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Your comment says what I have been thinking. Our neighborhood would be better off without these changes. I support continuing to explore
additional, lower density options.
Reply by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 6:51pm [Comment ID: 4017] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agreed. I also think they are trying to push Scenario B -- "well, if you care about green space, this is the only way you're going to get it." What's
*really* green is leaving well-established residential neighborhoods and their tree canopy intact while pursuing less invasive options. That way, the
county won't need all that additional (and expensive) stormwater mitigation, either.

#007
Posted by Tony Poole on 05/11/2021 at 6:48pm [Comment ID: 3501] - Link
Agree: 9, Disagree: 0

I do not support destroying the homes along Columbus Street to make room for higher density buildings - this would change the character of our
neighborhood while destroying homes that have been here for decades, uprooting the families that live in them and creating a wholly different
environment for the families that own single family homes across the street. Instead, suggest terminating Columbus Street at 22nd Street and "face" any
new development toward Lee Highway, while creating a friendlier more walkable neighborhood instead of one with increased traffic.
Reply by Danny Smith on 05/13/2021 at 6:46pm [Comment ID: 3540] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree!

#008
Posted by Mark on 05/10/2021 at 12:37pm [Comment ID: 3491] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Why is Columbus St. so heavily impacted by land use changes? Nine houses in from Lee Hwy, including five deep that are surrounded by residential. It
only seems to have been done to support mixed use commercial on a narrow lot when one block down has larger parcels that would result in less
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neighborhood disruption. The only justification is to allows the cut-through street in Scenario B, which is also unnecessary and would result in additional
displacement without any good planning basis.
Reply by Cassie on 05/11/2021 at 8:44am [Comment ID: 3496] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

I agree. There is no need for such significant land use changes to these houses on Columbus St. Not only would these nine homeowners be
significantly impacted by the land use changes, but the neighbors on surrounding blocks would also be subject to increased traffic pressure on a
neighborhood already overburdened by cut through traffic of drivers avoiding Lee Hwy and Glebe Rd. There is already a small 3-unit apartment
building on N Columbus that serves as an appropriate transition from the commercial zoning on Lee Hwy into the SFH residential neighborhood.
Reply by Tony Poole on 05/11/2021 at 6:52pm [Comment ID: 3502] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

I agree with the above comments - the plan needs to preserve the character of our neighborhood and not have commercial businesses
encroaching further into our community. Terminate Columbus Street at 22nd Street, create a more walkable community with less traffic
(local traffic only vs. cut through) and focus the redevelopment and enhancement along Lee Highway.

#009
Posted by Mike Valazak on 05/12/2021 at 9:09pm [Comment ID: 3524] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

I do not understand or support commercial zoning/increased density this deep into the neighborhood grid. That is totally out of character with the
surrounding houses, and Columbus Street in particular is not wide enough to support additional traffic that commercial zoning/increased density would
bring.

#010
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:18pm [Comment ID: 4001] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

We strongly oppose 7-story commercial in the area between George Mason and Columbus. If it's needed, the major intersections are already primed for
it. There's no need to destroy well-established communities around Columbus Street, add new roads, and redistribute traffic through quiet residential
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neighborhoods. The county says this won't be done via eminent domain, but by upzoning, you're sure giving developers a lot of incentive to buy up the
most-established homes if they can build something bigger and higher. The neighborhood does not support developers making "market-based" decisions
(calling all the shots) in our residential community.

#011
Posted by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:15pm [Comment ID: 4026] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This block of N. 25th St. is currently a "front porch community where block parties happen." In fact, my neighbors and I coined this phrase. However,
even Scenario A would destroy that reality for us because it would double, triple, or quadruple the number of cars on our street by allowing multifamily
housing in place of existing SFH on a very small block. 4-5 stories of mixed use right on Lee Highway would not be overly disruptive but raising the
height and allowing more than one or two families on any single lot right on N. 25th St. would materially change the character of this street for the worse,
replacing green lawns and gardens and trees with more impervious surfaces and high end housing. No one on this block is going to live car-free. It is a
great block to love on, so close to Lee Highway, parks, etc. But it's great because it's a quiet block right next to many amenities.

#012
Posted by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:22pm [Comment ID: 3848] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

I have lived in Yorktown for 21 years and have been an avid dog walker. I've made many lifelong friends in the neighborhood because of the walkability
and friendliness. I also value the unique, small family businesses and restaurants. I am not prone to hyperbole, but Scenario B would destroy the
character of our neighborhood. I am at a loss to understand how myself and neighbors would benefit in any way from this option.

#013
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 06/04/2021 at 3:57pm [Comment ID: 3601] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

If this becomes mixed use, where will people park? Right now, the parking lot is appropriately sized for the programs that the Lee Center once housed.
Will there be underground parking because it seems like you would need to take away the green space, which the County and Plan Lee Highway officials
have said time and again that this green space is here to stay, in order to have the amount of parking needed to support a mixed use building.
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#014
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:29pm [Comment ID: 3444] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

During the presentations about Area 2 there was NO indication that this was still in the mix for mixed use development. The neighborhood is going to
react to this in addition to the arts enthusiasts and seniors who now believe you've saved the Lee Center. The green space must stay.

#015
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:27pm [Comment ID: 3443] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

This shopping center is currently the appropriate size for this section of Lee Highway. All of Lee Highway is not created equal, therefore, just because
there's a desire to improve other parts of Lee Highway does NOT mean that the entire Lee Highway corridor must change to accomplish the overall goal.
It makes no sense to change this shopping center. The scale of the current shopping center is perfectly situated and at scale to transition to the front
porch neighborhood immediately behind. The houses behind the shopping center should not be consolidated to create a larger shopping center or mixed
use development. Again, that is appropriate at the nodes of Area 2 - Lee Harrison - but not in the areas where the neighborhood is there and thriving.
This will interrupt the fabric of the Leeway neighborhood which should not be an impact of this project.
Reply by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 12:06pm [Comment ID: 3940] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree with this comment 100%. Having this development here is not appropriate for the intersection with Lexington. This scale development
should be done at Lee and Harrison (a much larger intersection). This is too abrupt a transition for the neighborhood.

#016
Posted by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:22pm [Comment ID: 4030] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This is way too much height and density for this block. What ever happened to the idea of tapering from the 2016 charette? This block is the last block
before a section of SFH right on Lee Highway that is not marked for any upcoming. This block should be less dense and feature lower building heights
than areas closer to Lee and Harrison.
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#017
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:20pm [Comment ID: 3441] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This shopping center, which includes Bray and Scarff and District Taco is the appropriate size TODAY and should not be any taller than it is today. The
shopping center was recently updated so looks very nice. If it ain't broke - don't fix it!

#018
Posted by Molly on 06/15/2021 at 2:08pm [Comment ID: 3783] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This neighborhood has a ton of character, block parties, kids playing in the streets, etc. Scenario A would retain that character and allow for future
development. Scenario B would destroy it.

#019
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:10pm [Comment ID: 4000] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

We've lived in Yorktown since 2006. One of the strengths of this neighborhood are the small businesses that have been here for years. What's going to
happen to them? The community does not support another Pottery Barn or Cheesecake Factory, but it's only going to be the larger retail chains that can
afford the 7-story rents.

#020
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 5:56pm [Comment ID: 4013] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Many of these small businesses are well-patronized because they have convenient parking out front, and you don't have to park in a garage to get to
them. Preston's is a great example. We understand the county is trying to encourage a car-free diet, but there are times when you need to pick up a
35-pound bag of dog food or take your elderly mother to get a flu shot. If aging in place is as important as the county suggests, convenient parking can't
disappear!
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#021
Posted by Dave Soles on 05/17/2021 at 1:45pm [Comment ID: 3549] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: -1

Would be great to see this strip updated, replaced with higher density, more walkable development

#022
Posted by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:12pm [Comment ID: 3846] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

We have lived on 26th Street between George Mason and Glebe for 21 years and value the walkability in our neighborhood. During the pandemic our
neighbors have been our lifelines to community. Plans A and B would bring traffic that would threaten the sense of community and walkability. They
would also risk driving out the many neighborhood businesses that make living in this part of Arlington special. I love going to the specialty ethnic food
stores and and family restaurants that would likely not survive in multi-use facilities that would charge higher rents and attract chains.

#023
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:21pm [Comment ID: 3442] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This is a MUCH NEEDED preschool that many families in the neighborhood use and many already walk to and from so this is a service that is absolutely
needed and should not change at all.

#024
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:34pm [Comment ID: 4049] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

What effect will this new road have on Lee Highway traffic?

#025
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Posted by Dave Soles on 05/17/2021 at 1:45pm [Comment ID: 3550] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: -1

Looking forward to higher density, better usage of this commercial area

#026
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:18pm [Comment ID: 3439] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

It only makes sense to truly redevelop at the nodes so this intersection makes sense.

#027
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:38pm [Comment ID: 3741] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This Scenario B proposed road is an awful idea. This proposed road goes for only three blocks. This is not going to alleviate any traffic on Lee Hwy. This
road would simply become a race-through, cut-through street that people stuck in Lee Hwy traffic would use to avoid traffic. Having a 3 block street
added right through the middle of neighborhood makes no sense. This would not alleviate traffic as the cars would promptly have to turn back onto Lee
Hwy at the end of the 3 block street. 26th street already serves as the neighborhood's alternative to Lee Hwy. 26th street is a long street, not 3 blocks. A
3 block alternative to Lee Hwy that tears down multiple houses with young families makes no sense. This proposed street also could lead to the
destruction of a townhome development that already exists on Lee Hwy. This is the housing we are trying to keep, not destroy in Arlington. This reminds
me of the construction of I-66 through Arlington which scarred the community. This is the exact same thing. A road right through a community. What a
terrible idea.
Reply by Alex Wolfe on 06/20/2021 at 10:21am [Comment ID: 3960] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree, these cut-through streets make no sense. You'll have people speeding through. Instead of full-blown streets, they should have pedestrian
paths - that would be higher value for the neighborhoods instead of streets.

#028
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Posted by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:20pm [Comment ID: 4028] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

We have quite a lot of existing affordable MFH on both sides of Lee Highway in Area 2, much of it on the south side between Illinois and Kensington. If
this is upzoned for denser development, there is no way a developer will offer this many affordable units. We will be gentrified and homogenized, and
our local businesses will no longer be able to afford this location. We really do not need any coffee roasteries here.

#029
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:50pm [Comment ID: 4060] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Don't expect that two family homes will be "affordable." That's up to the market. Smaller apartments may cost "less" than bigger apartments in
Manhattan, but neither meets common definitions of affordable. Arlington's collection of boutique high end shops and restaurants keep living costs high,
regardless of the rent. People save money at Walmart, not at boutiques.

#030
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 06/04/2021 at 4:01pm [Comment ID: 3602] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This townhouse community appropriately scales down from the Lee-Harrison intersection, a node of Area 2, and seems appropriate and achieves the
goals of this project given that there are a lot of housing units here. It would be silly to build up the District Taco shopping center to the south when the
buildings are already scaling down the street.

#031
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:19pm [Comment ID: 3440] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

There is a townhouse development here that seems to be cut in half by this plan. That doesn't make sense.
Reply by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:29pm [Comment ID: 3733] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0
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Yes this makes no sense to have a townhome development cut in half.
Reply by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:17pm [Comment ID: 4027] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agree. This is existing, affordable multifamily housing with a nice tree canopy. Why would we want this to be redeveloped?

#032
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:25pm [Comment ID: 3731] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This Scenario B proposed road is an awful idea. This proposed road goes for only three blocks. This is not going to alleviate any traffic on Lee Hwy. This
road would simply become a race-through, cut-through street that people stuck in Lee Hwy traffic would use to avoid traffic. Having a 3 block street
added right through the middle of neighborhood makes no sense. This would not alleviate traffic as the cars would promptly have to turn back onto Lee
Hwy at the end of the 3 block street. 26th street already serves as the neighborhood's alternative to Lee Hwy. 26th street is a long street, not 3 blocks. A
3 block alternative to Lee Hwy that tears down multiple houses with young families makes no sense. This proposed street also could lead to the
destruction of a townhome development that already exists on Lee Hwy. This is the housing we are trying to keep, not destroy in Arlington.
This reminds me of the construction of I-66 through Arlington which scarred the community. This is the exact same thing. A road right through a
community. What a terrible idea.
Additionally, I believe the proposed road through the neighborhood is a terrible idea. The road is proposed to go straight through many peoples houses.
When property owners purchased their homes having a road through their home or their neighbors home was the last thing contemplated.
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#033
Posted by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:37pm [Comment ID: 3850] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

I strongly oppose adding a parallel street network to support the additional traffic brought to the neighborhood by additional development. We don't need
additional cut through traffic and don't need to put neighborhood children at risk.

#034
Posted by Heather on 05/11/2021 at 8:50pm [Comment ID: 3512] - Link
Agree: 8, Disagree: 0

While the Lee Highway plan has many good ideas, we strongly object to the goal of an enhanced parallel street network in this area. This is a
neighborhood with narrow streets, small lots, many walkers, and children at play. As others have mentioned, we have tried for years to get the county to
consider measures to reduce cut through traffic on N 23rd St, Buchanan St, and Columbus St. In response we have gotten a long line of excessively
bright street lamps that light up N 23rd St like a runway, only encouraging more cut through traffic. The answer is not to take pressure off of Lee Hwy by
pushing traffic into our neighborhood, so that people can feel safer walking along Lee Hwy!

#035
Posted by Marna Louis on 05/11/2021 at 6:41pm [Comment ID: 3500] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Adding more streets doesn't solve anything. More impervious surfaces add to stormwater problems. Parallel streets provide more opportunities for
cut-through traffic to avoid Lee Hwy. Residents of these neighborhoods have tried for years to get the County to address excessive traffic issues.

#036
Posted by Kara & Mike Strazzella on 06/20/2021 at 11:30pm [Comment ID: 4087] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

As residents of 26th Street for 16 years, the idea of a parallel street network on our neighborhood street to alleviate Lee Hwy traffic/congestion is not only
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counter-intuitive but despicable. 26th Street is narrow and already over-burdened by cut-through traffic - so much so that the County installed speed
bumps in an effort to dissuade these drivers. Now Arlington County is going to completely reverse course and PERSUADE our street's use as a
preferred alternative roadway?? And this will all be done at the cost of 26th Street owners - both quality of life-wise AND in dropped property values if
street parking is removed. Many of us do not have garages or long driveways - where are we supposed to park? Our area is already dealing with the ill
effects of I-66 being turned into a toll road - let's not forget the pre-Covid congestion we were seeing on Lee Hwy, which will surely return when a normal
work/commute schedule resumes. Change is normal and development needs to happen but it needs to be done SMARTLY in a way that will not
overburden our neighborhoods and infrastructure including schools. It took years to ease our neighborhood's school overcrowding problems - Discovery
was not built overnight. In addition YHS is already currently operating over-capacity with no more space to build on. Let's see a commitment from the
School Board and County (who infamously NEVER work together) to build a fourth public high school before entertaining grand ideas of seven story
apartment buildings filled with street level mattress stores and doctor offices...

#037
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 12:00pm [Comment ID: 3939] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Is the enhanced street network being done by the county through the use of eminent domain? This needs to be clarified. The street network is a bad idea
that the neighborhood does not want.

#038
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 11:41am [Comment ID: 3932] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This street network north of Lee Hwy is a terrible idea. The community is not advocating to have houses torn down so commuters can cut through Lee
Hwy and avoid traffic! Why destroy the neighborhood with streets through people's yards? Who does this benefit?

#039
Posted by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:18pm [Comment ID: 3847] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: -1

Both Plan A and B bring traffic to the neighborhood that would damage the walkability and sense of community we have enjoyed in the 21 years we have
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lived on North 26th Street between Glebe and George Mason. I most strongly oppose Plan B that would convert 26th, my street, into a thoroughfare
without parking. Our neighbors on the street worked hard to have speed bumps installed over a decade ago to slow traffic and ensure that children could
safely live on the street. There are new families and as many or more children than when we got speed bumps. We have a wonderful community with
many families as shown by the Halloween Block party, school graduation car parades during the pandemic, and summer block party. This would all be
lost with Plan B that would bring high speed traffic and eliminate parking that allows friends and small businesses (cleaning, yard work) to visit us and our
neighbors.
Reply by Kara & Mike Strazzella on 06/20/2021 at 11:35pm [Comment ID: 4091] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

AGREE on all points!

#040
Posted by Ritch Viola on 05/05/2021 at 9:58am [Comment ID: 3478] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Do not accept 50 feet as the default street width (curb to curb). Advocate for narrower (11' curb and 10' wide interior) travel lanes and elimination of
raised medians except at marked crossing points. Reallocate roadway space into sidewalk areas.

#041
Posted by Rebecca Roper on 05/13/2021 at 7:42pm [Comment ID: 3544] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Under-grounding of utilities within our neighborhood would be a welcomed aesthetic and redevelopment improvement.

#042
Posted by MP on 06/04/2021 at 4:25pm [Comment ID: 3603] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Providing parallel travel north of Lee Hwy seems like a terrible deal for the people who live north of Lee Hwy! With the tolls coming to 66, there will be
even more through-traffic on Lee Hwy - why shunt some of it to quiet residential streets? "We are going to build up Lee Highway, driving more traffic to it,
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but we will make it easier for cars to use neighborhood streets as cut-throughs." This is crazy. Look - everyone says they want a walkable neighborhood.
We actually have that already and people jump into their cars to go 2/10 mile to Lee-Harrison. Increasing density along Lee Hwy will not change that
behavior, and creating more consistent streetscapes along Lee Hwy won't make people walk to the dry cleaner and grocery store vs. taking their cars.

#043
Posted by Mike Valazak on 05/12/2021 at 9:51pm [Comment ID: 3527] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

In any event, the majority of traffic on Lee Highway is commuter/pass through traffic. Efforts to reduce congestion are best spent on public transportation
along this corridor (rapid bus routes to DC, etc.) and pushing traffic back onto I-66. If public transportation improvements are made, this section of Lee
Highway could support sensible commercial development and modest density increases, without sacrificing the character and safety of the current
neighborhoods.

#044
Posted by D Smith on 05/13/2021 at 6:37pm [Comment ID: 3537] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

The objectives of cleaning up Lee Highway, driving business to the area, making it more walkable, and easing the traffic burden can be accomplished by
less intrusive means. Do not drive more traffic to N Columbus Street. Very bad idea to take houses for this purpose.

#045
Posted by Andrew Platt on 05/12/2021 at 9:53am [Comment ID: 3519] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Given that it has been stated (true?) there is no plan to use eminent domain, it appears that having any road that requires buying residential properties is
a non-starter. How would the County ever get all of the properties needed to make this work anyway? It seems like a straw man.

#046
Posted by Kenneth Roberts on 05/13/2021 at 9:40am [Comment ID: 3529] - Link
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Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

Again, I get the impression that Scenario B's reason for existence is to make Scenario A look good. Removing houses to build an unnecessary road to
move traffic onto Columbus Street which is already over burdened with a dangerous intersection at Lee takes a terrible situation and makes it worse
while displacing families. Zero sense and should get zero support

#047
Posted by Marna Louis on 05/11/2021 at 6:26pm [Comment ID: 3499] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

See comments below under "Land Use, connectivity and public space." No new streets!

#048
Posted by MDB on 05/12/2021 at 9:03am [Comment ID: 3514] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

I'll admit it--I'm entirely confused by the goal expressed during recent online meetings stating a desire to "enhance parallel street networks north of Lee
Highway" so as to take pressure off of Lee Highway. Our neighbors have expressed to the county consistently--over the past two decades--that we do
not want cut-through traffic on our streets. We have begged the county to do something about this but still it goes on, putting our children's safety in
jeopardy. This idea--this "goal" has to be reversed. Cloaking change by stating that you are "only" changing zoning requirements does the opposite of
what the community is and has been asking for for years.
Reply by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 4:57pm [Comment ID: 3802] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Tearing down houses to route traffic through residential neighborhoods makes no sense!

#049
Posted by Mike Valazak on 05/12/2021 at 9:20pm [Comment ID: 3525] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Columbus Street is already difficult to drive through (two cars can't pass each other at the same time in most spots, not to mention emergency vehicles
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can barely fit down the street). The street grid is not particularly conducive to even current traffic level; encouraging additional cut-through traffic in the
residential neighborhoods to theoretically make Lee Highway more walkable does not seem like a sensible or safe solution. Additionally, removing any
street parking should be a non-starter given the limited driveway space in this neighborhood.

#050
Posted by Andrew Platt on 05/12/2021 at 9:51am [Comment ID: 3518] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

At best moving traffic from Lee Hwy to residential streets is robbing Peter to pay Paul.
But it's really a non starter, pushing traffic to a residential area is the opposite of what we have been doing and need to do.

#051
Posted by Danny Smith on 05/13/2021 at 6:40pm [Comment ID: 3538] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

These are healthy, tight-knit communities that do not desire additional "connectivity" or to make it easier for those who don't live in our community to
make their commute shorter. This proposed parallel road is zig-zagged and wouldn't even be long enough to fulfil the stated objective.

#052
Posted by JMM on 05/13/2021 at 12:04pm [Comment ID: 3536] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Who is the connectivity for? The pizza drivers who speed through the streets or the speedy commuters? As many have mentioned, we have a tight knit
community with many spending time playing/bike riding/dog walking and the increase of traffic is not desirable. Not one comment from the folks who
actually live here is in agreement with the proposed plan. If anything, we need more measures in place to slow the neighborhood traffic down and push
drivers out of the neighborhood and on to Lee Highway/Glebe. I invite the planning committee to sit on my porch one Friday afternoon to watch the cars
zoom pass...

#053
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Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:59pm [Comment ID: 4076] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This plot and the plot next to it are hardly ever used by people because they are too small to be of practical use. Shine without substance.

#054
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:35pm [Comment ID: 3446] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Please come walk down this street so that you can understand how this is already deep into a quiet, residential neighborhood where children play
basketball and bike in the street. The proposal to extend this isolated block demonstrates that no one has actually walked down the street before.
Reply by Michelle Connell on 05/07/2021 at 2:41am [Comment ID: 3486] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Carrie is right. When I first moved into the neighborhood, I was struck by how even one block in from Lee Hwy that it could have such a quiet,
neighborhood feel. Kids play in the street; we have annual block parties. When I first saw your plan, I was surprised this block was included. As
Carrie has said, the new day care and 7-11 are very popular as well as many long-time small businesses in the strip mall and the current
development is right-sized for the surrounding neighborhood.

#055
Posted by Kristen Divine on 05/11/2021 at 8:15pm [Comment ID: 3509] - Link
Agree: 8, Disagree: 0

We don't need additional roads - they will create more cut throughs for speeding cars to get around Lee Highway and disrupt the quiet neighborhoods
surrounding. Add pedestrian cut throughs if connectivity is an issue.

#056
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:23pm [Comment ID: 4003] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This community is highly walkable already and does not require any additional connectivity by car. If we're trying to promote more walkability, why are we
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considering adding more streets where walking already happens?

#057
Posted by Sarah Valazak on 05/12/2021 at 9:35pm [Comment ID: 3526] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

In previous meetings, presenters have not given a firm answer as to the potential use of eminent domain. (It has been noted that "it is not their intent" to
use it, but nothing was definitive). Given the large number of properties potentially affected by proposed new streets, I believe the community is owed a
firm answer on use of eminent domain prior to assessing any potential connectivity improvements. In any event, removal of families from their homes
through eminent domain should not be utilized to for the purpose of facilitating commercial/multifamily development.

#058
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 12:17pm [Comment ID: 3746] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Roads through houses does not make sense. Whose commute are you trying to speed up by doing this?

#059
Posted by Rebecca Roper on 05/13/2021 at 7:19pm [Comment ID: 3542] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I concur that being proactive for community improvements is desirable. The pan-handling problem at the corner of Glebe and Lee Highway is of great
concern.

#060
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 4:57pm [Comment ID: 3801] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Demolishing houses to build roads seems the wrong way to plan for Arlington's future.
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#061
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:30pm [Comment ID: 4005] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

We strongly oppose adding street connections at the expense of existing homes, particularly when the benefit is only for a few blocks of driving. The
county has spent a lot of time and money to calm traffic in these neighborhoods and discourage cut-through commuters, so it's hard to fathom why we're
now reversing position and encouraging drivers to pass through on residential streets that were not designed for this.

#062
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:56pm [Comment ID: 4075] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Is this green space suitable for camping?
- Displaced former residents...

#063
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 6:04pm [Comment ID: 4014] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

There was a comment on the presentation along the lines of "while there are no plans to extend Emerson street, there are ways to make it more
walkable," which kind of sounded like a potential footpath to connect the various pieces of Emerson? If that's being considered, there's one half-block of
gap on unused county property, but the other gaps are on privately owned residential property, and the idea of constructing a footpath on these
properties and increasing foot traffic between private properties (or on an easement) would be a huge concern.

#064
Posted by Mark on 05/10/2021 at 12:40pm [Comment ID: 3492] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Why add so much new publicly accessible space on a busy thoroughfare when there is a proposal to cut into neighborhoods? It seems the least that
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could be offered is more open space for those confronted with massive new development facing their formerly residential homes.

#065
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:28pm [Comment ID: 4004] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

There was a comment in the presentation about creating a parallel bike lane network on 26th and 22nd streets, in places where bike lanes could not be
accommodated on Lee Highway. It doesn't make too much sense to require leapfrog lanes that jump from Lee into the neighborhood and back again. If
additional bike connectivity is desired, please consider safety and visibility before creating additional bike lanes. On 26th in particular, bikes can go very
fast down the hill to George Mason and they can't be seen by people backing out of their driveways. And the street already is narrow and curvy in some
places.

#066
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:36pm [Comment ID: 3447] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

This is 26th street. It has a sidewalk and already services local traffic from the neighborhood to and from the Lee-Harrison shopping area. Creating a new
street from 25th Street and requiring the acquisition of existing houses to make the connection MAKES NO SENSE!

#067
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:55pm [Comment ID: 4074] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

A flat green block misses the point that this space is on a hill abutting a highway. It's practically useless. How many usable square feet per person?

#068
Posted by Ritch Viola on 05/05/2021 at 9:55am [Comment ID: 3477] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Connectivity improvements for bicycle and pedestrian travel are needed for 22nd Street, particularly between N. Culpepper Street and N. Glebe Road.
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#069
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 12:15pm [Comment ID: 3745] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Why does the plan not call for destroying these houses with a cut through road as well? The cut through road makes zero sense.

#070
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:37pm [Comment ID: 4054] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

How much of this very, very small "open space" be covered in water...or in provisions for run off?

#071
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:21pm [Comment ID: 4002] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Continuing 25th Rd. to Harris Teeter seems heavy-handed for the 1-block benefit. If walkability is a concern, perhaps a footpath should be considered,
but only if those in the community (who would be doing the actual walking) would find it helpful.

#072
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:01pm [Comment ID: 4077] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

What possible use is there for this small plot of land? It will be shaded by a five story building. How many square feet per person here?

#073
Posted by Kristen Divine on 05/11/2021 at 8:14pm [Comment ID: 3507] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

We don't need additional roads - they will create more cut throughs for speeding cars to get around Lee Highway and disrupt the quiet neighborhoods
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surrounding. Add pedestrian cut throughs if connectivity is an issue.
Reply by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:30pm [Comment ID: 3734] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Roads through home is the last thing the neighborhood wants.

#074
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:53pm [Comment ID: 4061] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This is a laughably small amount of green space to support the increased population density. Instead of just pictures, tell us how many square feet per
person!

#075
Posted by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:33pm [Comment ID: 4033] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The green spaces shown on these maps are aspirational. There is no guarantee. Moreover, PLH hasn't provided us ANY type of cost-benefit analysis to
show why we are better off giving developers massive new rights, and bearing the unquantified but no doubt high costs down the road, versus having the
County pay for some of what we want up front. Either way, we're going to pay more taxes. But if the County takes on some of this work, the tax increase
will be transparent--we know what we're paying for and how much. If we allow developers to have their way, we will be asking for an unquantified
negative impact for years to come, which undoubtedly will lead to higher taxes to pay for the impacts on schools and infrastructure. No developer is
going to undertake a project that doesn't reap a good profit. The natural consequence of that is that the new housing that replaces existing housing will
be much more expensive than what we have now, only we'll have a lot more of it. It will not be affordable.

#076
Posted by Kenneth Roberts on 05/13/2021 at 9:42am [Comment ID: 3530] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This new road makes no sense. There are no connectivity issues to this area. The only thing this will do is endanger people y placing a tremendous
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amount of traffic into the neighborhoods for no reason

#077
Posted by Kristen Divine on 05/11/2021 at 8:15pm [Comment ID: 3508] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

We don't need additional roads - they will create more cut throughs for speeding cars to get around Lee Highway and disrupt the quiet neighborhoods
surrounding. Add pedestrian cut throughs if connectivity is an issue.
Reply by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:31pm [Comment ID: 3735] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Roads through houses so cars can speed down new side streets for three blocks makes no sense.

#078
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 12:11pm [Comment ID: 3743] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This Scenario B proposed road is an awful idea. This proposed road goes for only three blocks. This is not going to alleviate any traffic on Lee Hwy. This
road would simply become a race-through, cut-through street that people stuck in Lee Hwy traffic would use to avoid traffic. Having a 3 block street
added right through the middle of neighborhood makes no sense. This would not alleviate traffic as the cars would promptly have to turn back onto Lee
Hwy at the end of the 3 block street. 26th street already serves as the neighborhood's alternative to Lee Hwy. 26th street is a long street, not 3 blocks. A
3 block alternative to Lee Hwy that tears down multiple houses with young families makes no sense. This proposed street also could lead to the
destruction of a townhome development that already exists on Lee Hwy. This is the housing we are trying to keep, not destroy in Arlington. This reminds
me of the construction of I-66 through Arlington which scarred the community. This is the exact same thing. A road right through a community. What a
terrible idea.

#079
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 12:11pm [Comment ID: 3742] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0
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This Scenario B proposed road is an awful idea. This proposed road goes for only three blocks. This is not going to alleviate any traffic on Lee Hwy. This
road would simply become a race-through, cut-through street that people stuck in Lee Hwy traffic would use to avoid traffic. Having a 3 block street
added right through the middle of neighborhood makes no sense. This would not alleviate traffic as the cars would promptly have to turn back onto Lee
Hwy at the end of the 3 block street. 26th street already serves as the neighborhood's alternative to Lee Hwy. 26th street is a long street, not 3 blocks. A
3 block alternative to Lee Hwy that tears down multiple houses with young families makes no sense. This proposed street also could lead to the
destruction of a townhome development that already exists on Lee Hwy. This is the housing we are trying to keep, not destroy in Arlington. This reminds
me of the construction of I-66 through Arlington which scarred the community. This is the exact same thing. A road right through a community. What a
terrible idea.

#080
Posted by Kristen Divine on 05/11/2021 at 8:15pm [Comment ID: 3510] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

We don't need additional roads - they will create more cut throughs for speeding cars to get around Lee Highway and disrupt the quiet neighborhoods
surrounding. Add pedestrian cut throughs if connectivity is an issue.
Reply by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:32pm [Comment ID: 3736] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

A 3 block new road does not make sense. This will become a commuter cut through street. Who are we trying to have race through the
community faster?

#081
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:05pm [Comment ID: 4079] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The minuscule amount of open space in either plan virtually assures that the proximate neighborhoods will become the defect green space for the
development. Mall patrons already run through yards and jump fences rather than to walk around on existing sidewalks. They also dump their trash
over the walls.

#082
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Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 5:33pm [Comment ID: 3445] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

There is no need for a new street to be created to connect to Safeway. There are currently no accessibility issues walking or driving to the Safeway. Just
two blocks away is 26th street which is how the neighborhood already drives or walks to Lee-Harrison. All this is going to do is create a new cut through,
disrupting the quiet front porch neighborhood where children play basketball and bike in the street (especially since there are no sidewalks on 25th
Street) -- and a cut through isn't even needed. This new street is a solution in search of a problem.
Reply by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 12:13pm [Comment ID: 3744] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Totally agree. Why take away green space and yards to put in more concrete to divide up a neighborhood? This is a bad idea.
Reply by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:28pm [Comment ID: 4031] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agree 100% with this. Connecting N. 25th St. to Harrison would involve disrupting not only single family homeowners but also at least two
townhouse communities, including the one right next to Safeway on Harrison Street. Why? This is totally unnecessary and will just create
more traffic in an area that is currently the best of both worlds--quiet, tree-lined streets where children can play and neighbors can walk
their dogs with all the amenities of Lee Highway just one block away. We already live with the bright lights, parking congestion, and
commercial alleyways and even rodents that come with being so close to Lee Highway. But on the upside, we have quiet streets, lots of
mature trees, homeowner gardens, and open space. PLH hasn't told us anything about the psychological effects of more density. People
WANT open, green space with trees. No one wants to be packed into MFH like sardines, looking into each other's bedroom windows.
People move to this part of Arlington to get away from that.
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#083
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:35pm [Comment ID: 4007] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This seems very much all-or-none. We need to embrace change and plan to accommodate future needs, but both scenarios presented are extreme, at
the expense of the current residents who pay taxes here and have invested in Arlington for some time. You can achieve economies of scale with
something less than 7 stories. This really seems developer-driven, but it's being presented to us as community-driven. To reiterate what many others
have said, we didn't ask for this.

#084
Posted by MDB on 05/12/2021 at 9:05am [Comment ID: 3515] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

By allowing up to 7 stories are we not introducing more traffic and, thereby, placing greater pressure on Lee Highway? While encouraging changes to
Lee Highway are good, I am opposed to allowing taller buildings that would only require business to gain access via the neighborhoods behind.
Reply by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:31pm [Comment ID: 4006] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I could not agree more! This is not smart growth.
Reply by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:11pm [Comment ID: 4081] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

One answer would be to limit zoning to commercial use only. We don't have to zone mixed use, that's simply being offered as the only choice.
That's called railroading! Arlington is not underpopulated. But it does struggle to provide high levels of service to its citizens, even though it's one
of the nation's richest counties. We're out of land for more schools, parks, etc. Do we really need to zone for more housing?

#085
Posted by Marna Louis on 05/11/2021 at 6:25pm [Comment ID: 3498] - Link
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Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Extensive public comments in February 2020 indicated that residents of the adjoining streets are opposed to building heights this tall in this area.

#086
Posted by Cindy Sliwa on 05/13/2021 at 10:49am [Comment ID: 3534] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

A 7 story building along this thin parcel is completely illogical. The entire neighborhood would be plunged into darkness! Keep zoning as is with buildings
that could include 1 or 2 upper-levels of apartments. There are plenty of other parcels that would lend themselves to this kind of development.

#087
Posted by Rebecca Roper on 05/13/2021 at 7:29pm [Comment ID: 3543] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

22nd Rd is a short residential street. It is both illogical and il-advised that these homes be rezoned as mixed use. we have worked together as a
community to keep, the cut thru traffic down. 22nd Rd is narrow. it only allows parking on one side. the parking spots are often full with residential cars,
cars for workers, and business vehicles including a mosquito control company.

#088
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:43pm [Comment ID: 4057] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This looks like downtown DC development in the Waterfront, Navy Yard corridor where single family homes in historically black neighborhoods were
raised to make luxury apartments that the displaced could never afford.

#089
Posted by Tony Poole on 05/11/2021 at 7:01pm [Comment ID: 3504] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Ditto below comment - to introduce 4 story commercial/multi-family buildings in our neighborhood is not supported by our community - leave the houses
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along Columbus and 22nd Street alone and seal off the community from the re-development along Lee Highway.

#090
Posted by Kenneth Roberts on 05/13/2021 at 9:47am [Comment ID: 3531] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

It makes absolutely no sense for building heights of this nature to move into the neighborhoods when open lots and commercial areas nearby exist and
would not impact the neighborhood. The entire Scenario B is based upon a a false premise that moving traffic off of a road designed to be a
thoroughfare(Lee) into the neighborhoods and adding more traffic with overly tall building to further exasperate the issue is a solution. It is not.
Removing residential homes to add multi family dwellings of this nature will not only compound the already deteriorating situation, but will unnecessarily
displace families, create dangerous traffic situations for children, and destroy that which makes Arlington a nice place to be

#091
Posted by Patrick L. Hubbard on 05/12/2021 at 9:30am [Comment ID: 3517] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

I'm in agreement that this proposal will add to traffic in the Old Dominion neighborhood (in particular) and adjoining neighborhoods and therefore cannot
support it. If the goal is to make Lee Highway more walkable and safer (which I support) , the solution cannot be to make adjacent neighborhoods less
walkable and safer. I also agree with previous comments indicating that the increased traffic flow on Lee Highway is a direct result of the decision to
implement tolls on I66 inside the beltway. It would have been less costly to taxpayers (and our immediate neighborhood) if the Commonwealth simply
better enforced existing HOV restrictions on I66.

#092
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 05/02/2021 at 6:06pm [Comment ID: 3448] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

7 stories is inappropriate for this section of Lee Highway!! Given the lack of depth behind Lee Highway, a development of 7 stories (and anything higher
than 3 really) will intrude on the quiet, 1930s home filled neighborhood. Development of this height is better served at the major intersections of Lee
Highway and Lexington and Kensington are not those intersections! In addition, there are quite a number of very large, tall and mature trees that would
need to be cut down to create a development of up to 7, then 5 and then 4 story buildings. One of the goals of the Plan Lee Highway effort is to increase
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the tree canopy and any contemplation of building this large of a development will have the opposite effect as well as having buildings so large that they
block any sunshine into the neighborhood. Please do not disrupt the quintessential front porch neighborhood where children are able to play and bike on
this very quiet street! The current shopping center is the appropriate size for this section of Lee Highway. The vision for Lee Highway should NOT be tall
buildings down the entire corridor. There has never been anyone in the community expressing interest for that sort of development! That may be
appropriate in certain parts of the corridor but it is not in this portion of Area 2. This section of Lee Highway is not in need of change because it already
achieves the land use goals of walkability and has thriving, diverse businesses that serve the neighborhood and beyond and without any disruption to the
neighborhood with increased traffic, blighted properties, etc.
Reply by Michelle Connell on 05/07/2021 at 2:44am [Comment ID: 3487] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree completely.
Reply by Marna Louis on 05/12/2021 at 8:11am [Comment ID: 3513] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree. I've lived 1 block from Lee Highway in a great residential neighborhood on a tight-knit street for 25 years and I've never heard any of my
neighbors say they'd like this degree of redevelopment. On the contrary, we've worked for decades to try to reduce the amount of traffic on our
street so our kids can walk to the school bus and ride bikes safely. Bringing more people to the area runs counter to what residents have been
telling the County for years. We want to protect our neighborhoods, raise our children here, and age in place, not change the community beyond
recognition.
Reply by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:57pm [Comment ID: 4040] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I agree.

#093
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:35pm [Comment ID: 3738] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Only half the Lee Center is higher density? This doesn't make sense.
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#094
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 11:50am [Comment ID: 3937] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This stretch of Lee Hwy is where the commercial corridor begins. It should not be a sudden abrupt transition to 4 floor commercial and MF properties.
The current building heights in this section of the road are adquate.
Reply by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:56pm [Comment ID: 4039] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agree.

#095
Posted by Sarah Valazak on 05/12/2021 at 9:04pm [Comment ID: 3523] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

In addition to the traffic/building height concerns noted by others, I want to make sure that the County will not continue to amend/up-zone building heights
to achieve evolving goals in the future. Any zoning changes should be done with neighborhood input and approval, and not circumvented or subject to
additional density increases in the future.

#096
Posted by Erin Grace on 06/20/2021 at 11:43pm [Comment ID: 4096] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

First, the Survey is hard to use in a phone. I understand the need for more housing for a variety of families (including my son who is firefighter). Taking
the project with modest changes suggested in scenario A with lower-height/lower density (2-family) is in keeping with the neighborhood. Good to bring
business/jobs to the Highway but don’t price out current business. They are the heart of the hood and we should encourage small business development.

#097
Posted by Michelle Winters on 06/18/2021 at 3:38pm [Comment ID: 3886] - Link
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Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

Lower heights around the historic Halls Hill/High View park neighborhood are desired so new developments do not overwhelm the historic and cultural
resources of this community.
Reply by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:52pm [Comment ID: 4009] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agree, this is an important, historic Arlington neighborhood that needs to be preserved!

#098
Posted by Mark on 05/10/2021 at 12:30pm [Comment ID: 3490] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

This transition is too rapid and forces property that currently faces residential to have up to 7 stories in a matter of 50 feet. It would move the edges into
purely residential areas, rather than transition smoothly.

#099
Posted by Michelle Winters on 06/18/2021 at 3:39pm [Comment ID: 3887] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Consolidation of the Garden City shopping area block is important to facilitate redevelopment.

#100
Posted by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:40pm [Comment ID: 4035] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

If we want intersection improvements, the County should pay for it upfront. We are opening Pandora's box if we want to give developers the right to build
higher and denser buildings. There has been NO serious examination of the impact not the schools, only repeated promises that "we are coordinating
with APS." APS has to beg and plead to get land and money from the County. Yet people are attracted to Arlington for the good schools. Our school
system is at a breaking point already, bursting at the seams. There is precious little land available for new schools, and building on top of existing
buildings is not an answer--again, there are psychological detriments to crowding that PLH has not even begun to consider, and they will probably hit our
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school-aged population hardest. This plan is going to turn Arlington into an upscale community with a substandard school system--it will attract upper
middle class families who can afford to send their children to private school. That is so far from the community most people moved here to enjoy.

#101
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 10:40pm [Comment ID: 4055] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

These seven stories could tower some 80 feet over their neighbors' back yards? What do the neighbors think of that? What will life in their new, very
expensive houses be like after they are put in a shadow all morning long?

#102
Posted by Dave Soles on 05/17/2021 at 1:47pm [Comment ID: 3551] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Would love to see these green spaces in exchange for more height!

#103
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 11:44am [Comment ID: 3934] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This seven story height is much too high before to transition to the neighborhood.

#104
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 11:44am [Comment ID: 3935] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This development backs right up to single family homes. 5 stories is too high here! The neighborhood does not want this.

#105
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Posted by Michelle Winters on 06/18/2021 at 3:40pm [Comment ID: 3888] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Additional height could be possible at this intersection, particularly on the Northwest corner, with little impact on surrounding areas, because the size of
the block and parcels is large enough.

#106
Posted by Mary Faul on 06/20/2021 at 1:41pm [Comment ID: 3977] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Changing the height limits off of Lee Highway would turn this area area into a Clarendon/VA Sq./Ballston-like neighborhood which is not the type that
folks here bought into. It would also create problems on the side streets, re: traffic, trash, noise, just to name a few concerns. Also, with the additional
heights, the population would increase and the schools, sewers, etc. would need to be expanded.

#107
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 11:48am [Comment ID: 3936] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

4 and 5 floor development right in the backyard of a single family home is too high. The transition to 7 floors is too sudden. These homes will be blocked
out by the 7 story buildings right here.

#108
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 11:43am [Comment ID: 3933] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

These height transitions are much too severe! 7 Floors within 50 feet of single family houses is too much. The current shopping centers on this stretch of
the road are the appropriate density and height!

#109
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:34pm [Comment ID: 3737] - Link
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Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Half of the townhome development is up to 7 stories. The other half is not. This does not seem well thought out.

#110
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:07pm [Comment ID: 4080] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Please provide maps that show how buildings of the proposed heights will shade the adjoining lots in the mornings and afternoons.
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Area 2: Land Use, connectivity & public space
Scenario A
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#111
Posted by Luanne Lohr on 06/11/2021 at 8:12pm [Comment ID: 3700] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

I’m a renter on fixed income already paying too much percentage for housing. I’ll be forced out as you drive prices up even higher with development that
attracts even more high earners to this area.
Reply by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:48pm [Comment ID: 4008] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This is a great point! We are already losing renters on our street to developers/McMansions, but these scenarios will make the situation even
worse. The county says it places a premium on affordability, but the reality is that development of this scale will force many of us out -- current
renters, retirees on a fixed income, our teachers and first responders, and some of us who have been here a long time but may no longer find
taxes affordable. Selling this as a "missing middle" housing solution entirely misses the point that it's killing the housing diversity that we still have.
Look at Clarendon, Arna Valley, etc. The county has made this mistake too many times already, and now it's looking to do the same thing in an
established, residential neighborhood.

#112
Posted by Jean hurley on 05/11/2021 at 8:00pm [Comment ID: 3506] - Link
Agree: 10, Disagree: 0

Lee Highway is a major commuting route. Why would anyone want more traffic in our neighborhood. This is not a good plan.

#113
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/19/2021 at 11:51am [Comment ID: 3938] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Adding connector streets is a horrible idea. This will be a disaster that the neighborhoods don't want. No one in any neighborhood here says that they
want homes torn down so roads can be added. Who do these proposed roads benefit? Not the neighborhood!
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Reply by Elizabeth Foster on 06/20/2021 at 10:18pm [Comment ID: 4044] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agree - no one wants houses torn down for connector streets

#114
Posted by Joshua Kaplowitz on 06/18/2021 at 6:47pm [Comment ID: 3909] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

https://www.arlnow.com/2021/06/14/progressive-voice-spreading-gentle-density-across-arlington-benefits-everyone/
I support making Lee Highway a more walkable community with a greater diversity of housing options, both along the main corridor and in the
surrounding neighborhoods.

#115
Posted by Tony Poole on 05/11/2021 at 6:57pm [Comment ID: 3503] - Link
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

I do not support destroying homes along 22nd Street - these houses are part of our neighborhood and need to be preserved. focus re-development
along Lee Highway - and since this parcel is narrow, suggest a Lee Heights type shopping center that would benefit from people walking in from the
neighborhood
Reply by James Heidish on 05/12/2021 at 1:41pm [Comment ID: 3522] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Again; The value of homes and property in Northern Arlington are just to high and the resident have just to much political clout to let this happen!

#116
Posted by Tony Poole on 05/10/2021 at 1:24pm [Comment ID: 3494] - Link
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Destruction of four single family homes (including one that just completed a very significant renovation) to accommodate new commercial, multi family or
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mixed use is not a responsible plan for our neighborhood. Instead, terminate Columbus Street at 22nd and "face" any new development toward Lee
Highway, while creating a friendlier neighborhood instead of one with increased traffic.
Reply by James Heidish on 05/12/2021 at 1:38pm [Comment ID: 3521] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

The value of homes and property in Northern Arlington are just to high and the resident have just to much political clout to let this happen!

#117
Posted by Tony Poole on 05/10/2021 at 11:29am [Comment ID: 3488] - Link
Agree: 13, Disagree: 0

I do not support this proposed connector street for several reasons:
- It directly impacts our neighbors who would lose their homes or have a new street next to to the side lots of other neighbor's homes
- it would drive more traffic onto Columbus Street, which is not conducive to traffic - too narrow/two cars are not able to pass each other
- It would drive more traffic onto 23rd Street, which needs less cut-though traffic - not more
In the Lee Highway plan, every effort needs to be made to preserve the neighborhoods that immediately abut/are parallel to the "highway" - not drive
more traffic into the neighborhoods.
Suggest consideration be given to driving less commuter traffic onto Lee Highway (from 66 and from DC) by incentivizing commuters to use 66 vs.
charging a toll.
Reply by Mark on 05/10/2021 at 12:52pm [Comment ID: 3493] - Link
Agree: 11, Disagree: 0

I agree. As noted above, the deep encroachment of multi-family on Columbus St. appears to be the justification for the connector street; and the
connector street the justification for nine homes deep of multi-family housing. As Tony says, Columbus is a narrow street (where two cars can't
pass) that is already over-burdened with cut-through traffic. It is hardly suited for increased density at its Lee Hwy terminus. If anything, it might
be better suited to closing off at Lee Hwy, since it isn't suited to the traffic it already has and couldn't support more without taking people's entire
front yards.
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Reply by Cassie on 05/11/2021 at 8:38am [Comment ID: 3495] - Link
Agree: 11, Disagree: 0

I completely agree. Columbus St is already a primary cut through street, especially during rush hour, as Google Maps and Waze both consistently
direct traffic down this street. Traffic speed is also a significant concern, with those using the neighborhood as a cut through consistently
disregarding the 25mph speed limit. The addition of this proposed connector street would push more traffic from Lee Highway into this
neighborhood, which would be dangerous for this community and the children that live and play in this neighborhood. Arlington neighborhoods
have already experienced incidents resulting from speeding drivers, specifically the hit and run that occurred in Donaldson Run (just a few blocks
away) in May 2020, which resulted in a little girl being injured. The solution for easing traffic/improving pedestrian and biker safety on Lee Highway
cannot be to increase traffic/reduce pedestrian and biker safety in our own neighborhoods.
Reply by Marna Louis on 05/11/2021 at 6:23pm [Comment ID: 3497] - Link
Agree: 8, Disagree: 0

I agree with these comments and the others regarding new streets in the residential areas further west. Arlington residents have worked with
Arlington County for DECADES to REDUCE cut-through traffic through our neighborhoods. We've written Neighborhood Conservation Plans,
attended visioning sessions, spoken at County Board meetings, met with County Board Members, written letters, etc. All in service of the goal of
keeping traffic on arterial roads. It is folly to suggest that a solution for the accessibility problems on Lee Highway is to create more roads. These
are healthy, tight-knit communities that do not desire additional "connectivity" or to make it easier for those who don't live in our community to
make their commute shorter.
Reply by Kenneth Roberts on 05/13/2021 at 9:51am [Comment ID: 3532] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

I agree with all the comments in this string. There really is nothing about Scenario B that makes sense in and around the Columbus Street
area. It unnecessarily displaces people, places more traffic onto an already overburdened street, unnecessarily destroys the
neighborhood, etc. All this when there are areas that could be developed without generating such a negative impact on the community.
Reply by Danny Smith on 05/13/2021 at 6:49pm [Comment ID: 3541] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Agree.

#118
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Posted by Michelle Winters on 06/18/2021 at 3:50pm [Comment ID: 3891] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Sensitivity around Fire Station 8 and other Halls Hill landmarks is important - prefer Scenario A here.

#119
Posted by Mary Anne Shea on 06/20/2021 at 3:36pm [Comment ID: 3999] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

No rezoning should be allowed until the citizens can vote on the proposal. Arlington county already has a higher population density than the city of
Seattle. The higher density that is proposed for the area 2 of Lee highway will increase the area to be in line with the density of the Seattle Capital Hill
area which is 5 times denser than our current density. All the owners of SFH in area 2 should be notified that their homes have been deemed
disposable, not politically correct. The Overlee- Leeway neighborhood is completely in the high density area, no SFH will be exempt from the increased
density zoning. Already the developers have started to buy in anticipation of the change which they believe is a guarantee. The board believes higher
density is a panacea, while ignoring the diminished quality of living in cramped housing with severely limited green space. Higher density doesn't lead to
fewer cars per household, and in some areas (Stapleton) increased traffic occurred, there was no increase in diversity, and prices did not become
affordable, i.e. Seattle. If the board truly wants increased equality then they would rezone the Washington country club for housing as the property is a
prime example of inequality. North Glebe road could easily be transformed into a commercial corridor similar to Lee highway. And the only part of
Arlington still meeting the criteria for a suburb is the area north of Lee highway. The lots are larger and more density would have less negative impact on
the surrounding neighborhoods. Arlington is supposed to have a democratic system, however the citizens will not be allowed to vote on the changes. And
the county board has blocked the county from having districts which would require them to be responsive to their district constituents thus making it more
difficult to pass the unpopular rezoning. Democracy or autocracy?
And as an aside, "right sized housing" for senior citizens is also known as ageism. And living in a high rise could be deadly for a senior citizen who could
not get out of the building if the elevator was out of service.

#120
Posted by Michelle Winters on 06/18/2021 at 3:46pm [Comment ID: 3890] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This site might be a great option for a group like Artspace to develop artist housing with studio space for the residents and community.
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#121
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:37pm [Comment ID: 3740] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Another commuter cut through street not needed.

#122
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/14/2021 at 8:36pm [Comment ID: 3739] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

A commuter cut through street is not needed.

#123
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 4:53pm [Comment ID: 3798] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Tearing down houses for cut through streets for commuters makes no sense. These streets will be racetracks for cars.

#124
Posted by Jim Murphy on 06/20/2021 at 3:08pm [Comment ID: 3992] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

No buildings higher than 3 stories. Period!
No more density. NO more traffic, no more forcing people to park in the streets. Provide free parking. Provide better, more frequent, more reliable
transit.

#125
Posted by Michelle Winters on 06/18/2021 at 3:44pm [Comment ID: 3889] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0
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Take advantage of possible future change of use (no need for towers) and allow for green space in this area.

#126
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 4:54pm [Comment ID: 3799] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Tearing down houses to route traffic through neighborhoods does not benefit the community. We don't need more roads!

#127
Posted by N Farris on 05/06/2021 at 8:11am [Comment ID: 3483] - Link
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Please do not route traffic through neighborhoods. This will severely impact the small neighborhoods/narrow streets behind Lee Harrison shopping
center.
Reply by Sarvesh on 05/06/2021 at 3:42pm [Comment ID: 3484] - Link
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

I agree. this will severely impact our resident life on the streets and we can't have so much traffic going through keeping everyone's safety in mind
Reply by L Jones on 05/06/2021 at 9:06pm [Comment ID: 3485] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

I agree 100%. This neighborhood is very active with a lot of young families. A road through to The Lee Harrison shops from this direction is
not only unnecessary, it is a short walk around, it would also significantly disrupt and harm our family friendly, walkable neighborhood!

#128
Posted by Rod Pick on 06/04/2021 at 9:08pm [Comment ID: 3606] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I Like scenario B and think that it provides for a good template for revitalization of this corridor. I currently use store and businesses in this area more
frequently than any other. While I can walk to this area from my Arlington home (35 minutes), I cannot shop here without a car and public transportation
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is not an option (20 minute walk to the nearest bus.) I would encourage adequate parking so as to not overburden the adjoining neighborhoods with cars
parking. If parking was too hard to get or at a cost, I would most likely just drive to Mclean which is farther and worse for the environment.

#129
Posted by Mary Faul on 06/20/2021 at 1:47pm [Comment ID: 3978] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Keep the building heights for the non-Lee Hwy streets as they are. People in single family homes all want to live in a walkable community. You shouldn't
have to live in multi-family housing n order to live in a walkable community.

#130
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 4:55pm [Comment ID: 3800] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Tearing down houses to build roads does not benefit the community. Look at what the construction of I-66 did to Arlington. This is more of the same!

#131
Posted by Aimee Hill on 06/17/2021 at 12:38pm [Comment ID: 3835] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

we've added considerable green space to our lot because development in the area has reduced it dramatically. increased density is density no matter
how it's framed. people need plants and trees for their mental & physical health, plus trees and plants help reduce the pollutants from the traffic on lee
hwy and provide habitat for birds and small animals. where are parks and green space in the proposed scenarios?

#132
Posted by Royce Sherlock on 06/20/2021 at 9:50pm [Comment ID: 4037] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

There is no point in ranking priorities because all of them are stacked in favor of choosing Option A or B. Of the two, I would prefer Option A, but even A
is too much, especially at the Western end of Area 2. There is nothing on the slide deck that acknowledges any negative impact of these two
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options--rather, we are told only how Options A and B compare to each other. It's great that PLH is seeking community input, but I worry that the
process of getting community input will result in statements accompanying the final plan like, "reflects community input," without transparently informing
the County Board about negative feedback. Feeding this concern is the fact that the survey questions force the respondent to choose an answer that
favors the desired outcome (A or B). All the objectives to be prioritized feed into one of those two options. And again, the lack of any assessment of
whether the objectives could be achieved through existing means or less dense development, the lack of any attempt to project costs, population growth,
or infrastructure impact and compare those to the anticipated benefits, and then to compare Options A and B against a no-action or less-action plan is so
disheartening--it's like we're running blindfolded toward an oncoming freight train.

#133
Posted by Timothy Heller on 06/15/2021 at 4:52pm [Comment ID: 3797] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Tearing down houses for short cut through streets makes no sense.
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A Bold Vision for the Corridor
BOLDLY PLANNING FOR PEOPLE & POWER OF PLACE 2050: Resilient, Renewable, Re-energized
By 2050, Lee Highway will become a "Green Main Street" of vibrant neighborhoods, linking
137
iconic local businesses, mixed-use activity nodes, sufficient and mixed housing supply and
signature public spaces. Lee Highway will become a place that: 136
a.

Invites and enables safe and equitable138
access for all users, including pedestrians,
bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists of all ages;

b.

Provides a diverse housing supply that enables equitable access for people of all ages
and income levels;142

c.

Builds environmental sustainability and resiliency: manages stormwater effectively; reduces
energy demand in buildings; promotes mass transit and walkability;
135 and achieves carbon
140
neutrality in support of County policies;

d.

Promotes development that enhances the economic well being of the corridor through
investments,
jobs and a larger tax base;
139
143

e.

141 and gathering spaces for all ages and income levels;134
Provides community facilities

f.

Features inspiring architecture and landscapes designed and constructed to last for
generations; and

g.

Celebrates, honors, and acknowledges its past, present, and future through vibrant public
spaces, art, and culture.
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#134
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:34pm [Comment ID: 4090] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The plan's meager open spaces allowance--shared with rainwater runoff--provides little new. And it's not accompanied by an estimate of the increased
population in meed of the green space. In several areas, it doesn't look like all of the residents of the adjoining development could stand in it all at once.

#135
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:36pm [Comment ID: 4093] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Walkability sounds good until people have a third bag of groceries, or a tired kid, or other errands, etc. Rich people only walk when they have the time to
do it.

#136
Posted by Jim Murphy on 06/20/2021 at 3:09pm [Comment ID: 3995] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

I don't want "vibrant". I want "peaceful".
What the hell is a "mixed use activity node"???

#137
Posted by MDB on 05/12/2021 at 9:15am [Comment ID: 3516] - Link
Agree: 11, Disagree: 0

"Bold" indeed. You have the support of many in that Lee Hwy needs a better future. The problem is that the vision articulated encroaches on
established neighborhoods that are NOT asking you to change them. You articulate a vision for more affordable housing and argue this is to be
achieved by rezoning in neighborhoods. Meanwhile, developers are being allowed to remove smaller homes (i.e. affordable houses) and replace them
with very large homes. If you want to tamper with rezoning, why don't you instead encourage mixed housing by setting specific home footprints and
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allowing duplexes dispersed throughout North Arlington, instead of the kind of housing targeted on the edge of Lee Highway that will have a massive
negative impact on those areas just adjacent to Lee Highway.
Reply by Elizabeth Foster on 06/20/2021 at 10:26pm [Comment ID: 4046] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Right. The problem around here is developers razing small homes to build giant ones. We need zoning that discourages/reduces this trend and
encourages mixed housing in future purchases and builds.
Reply by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:15pm [Comment ID: 4084] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

VA's "by right" development precludes what you're looking for. Developers will buy properties and knock them down for newer structures
as long as there's profit in that business. Mixed houses won't necessarily be cheaper. Supply and demand determines that.

#138
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:28pm [Comment ID: 4086] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Let's not artificially turn this into a civil rights issue pitting classes of transportation users against each other. The vast numbers of Lee Highway users
are in personal motorized vehicles easily capable of exceeding the speed limit. The road should be optimized for that use and speed of transit
expectation. Bus friendly, sure. Bus lane only? Not so much? Mixing slow transportation with fast transportation tends to cause problems, with the
slowest paying the highest price. Gotta keep them separated. Had Lee Highway been build with better setbacks, maybe we could have a set-up that
adequately manages four modes of two way traffic. But much of the "equitability" seems to be code for taking space from many cars and handing it over
to few users in other categories. That will push more traffic into the neighborhoods...because vehicle traffic isn't going away. It might be electric, it might
be owned by somebody else, but it will endure as long as it offers a much better use case for commuters.

#139
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:31pm [Comment ID: 4088] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Cause and effect gap. Larger tax base doesn't enhance well-being, it's a milestone of achieving well-being.
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#140
Posted by Kara & Mike Strazzella on 06/20/2021 at 11:45pm [Comment ID: 4097] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

This section of Lee Hwy is not serviced by a metro stop - both Ballston and East Falls Church are driving distance. It is deceiving to keep pushing the
"promotes mass transit" language here... this is not Clarendon or Pentagon City where all can easily walk to a metro stop. Instead this plan pretends to
create a walkable oasis where no one will need cars - this will not be the case.

#141
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:39pm [Comment ID: 4094] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

What new community facilities are planned? Schools? Park space? You can't count a business as a "community facility," since non-patrons can be
ejected.

#142
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:35pm [Comment ID: 4092] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

How, exactly will this be accomplished? Is the County going to become a landlord?

#143
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:42pm [Comment ID: 4095] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Is this field of dreams policy? What jobs will remain after the construction is completed? Will the area attract the same corporate cookie cutter
businesses everyone else has?
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Community Improvement & Benefit Priorities
147

Based on previous community input, numerous potential
144 community
improvements
could be 149
achieved with future redevelopment
by private
151
146
property owners, in exchange for increased density/height above
those levels permitted with existing by-right zoning.
The preliminary ideas conveyed in the scenarios could allow for
achievement of some combination of these improvements, depending
on the degree of change from by-right density/height levels.
Help us understand your priorities about community improvements
145
and benefits.

148

Thanks for 150
your input on Neighborhood Area 2.
Return to the engagement homepage.
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#144
Posted by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:53pm [Comment ID: 4100] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

I see lots of change, but few, if any improvements from the community's perspective. Our problems are overcrowded schools and overloaded
infrastructures. We have plenty of retail and restaurants. Nobody wants a skyscraper in their back yard. Nobody wants to add traffic at out biggest
existing chokepoints. Overdevelopment of Lee Highway is not the answer to our problems, its a great way to precipitate out failures--long after the
decision makers (and the builders) could be held accountable for imposing unwanted costs on the community.

#145
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 5:21pm [Comment ID: 4011] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

I've been an Arlington homeowner for more than 20 years, and we've lived in the Yorktown neighborhood since 2006. One of the greatest strengths of
Arlington is the tight-knit communities -- built around kids, dog walkers, block parties, small businesses -- and it's why so many of us are willing to pay a
premium to live here. Both scenarios presented would devastate some of our thriving, walkable neighborhoods -- ironically, in the same of walkability.
We support revitalizing the Lee Highway corridor -- after all, we're the community that has supported it for decades, and more improvements can be
made for the good of all. But both Scenario A and Scenario B don't consider what's already here (with the exception of a couple of county-owned
properties), and after talking with many neighbors, I know we're not the only ones who feel these options have been dropped on us, totally out of left field.
Particularly for those of us who live within a couple of blocks of Lee Highway, these changes would indeed destroy well-established residential
communities, force out more of our renters, and continue to erode the tree canopy under the guise of being forward-thinking, equitable, and green. New
street trees, stormwater detention ponds, and "Main Street" storefronts can't ever replace what will be razed.
We support a different approach, one that enlists the owners of the major commercial properties (as others have suggested) to consider improvements,
and is sensitive to the current small businesses, ensuring that they have input into the plan as well as an affordable place to continue doing business.
They, after all, are part of the draw to live here, and they are part of the community. None of this will require the recommended "upzoning" that would
upend our residential neighborhoods. None of it would require knocking down existing homes. The county says it won't use eminent domain, but we've
seen how this can work, once one or two houses are sold to developers -- domino effect. If you put developers in the driver's seat, it's not a
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"market-based" solution, it's guaranteeing they will build the largest, cheapest, greatest ROI they can. We already are seeing this in the infill homes
they're building -- 4000 sq ft on 6000-ft lots -- while renters get forced out and would-be homeowners get forced out of every bidding war.
The developers are not truly invested in our communities. We, the taxpayers, are. Please continue to engage us (you need to do a better job of this) so
the *best* solutions for all (not just the most lucrative solutions for developers) can be found.

#146
Posted by Carrie Domnitch on 06/04/2021 at 4:40pm [Comment ID: 3604] - Link
Agree: 10, Disagree: 0

None of the residential private property owners that I've talked to have been interested in trading their houses and the houses along their street for
increased height development. In at least one of the community meetings, several commercial property owners at the Lee and Glebe intersection had
their representatives speak in support of redeveloping their commercial properties. It makes sense to look at big intersections like Lee and Glebe for that
sort of development. But the encroachment into well established front porch neighborhoods will devastate the fabric of the neighborhood and the
community that has matured and thrived for almost a near century. I've heard you speak about the front porch neighborhoods adjacent to Lee Highway
but it doesn't sound like you really understand what that means and so I invite you to walk down my front porch neighborhood street, just one block
behind District Taco, so you can truly understand what it means and why some of the ideas for this portion of Lee Highway are so egregious. The
community can welcome and allow for duplexes and triplexes where there are currently one-family homes because it may mean more families to bike
with and talk to while sitting on our porch. But the notion of consolidating a block of single family homes to then create a 5-7 story mixed use building and
then extending 25th street to Harrison Street so that more traffic can be pushed to quiet little residential streets without sidewalks (and conceivably the
real purpose is for the users of the mixed use buildings to utilize the back streets for parking and accessing the new businesses) is absolutely not needed
or wanted by the community. It's time for the county to limit the scope of this project and narrow in on the areas where this sort of revitalization is needed.
Talk to the representatives of those very large commercial property owners and put together a plan that centers on those areas where it makes sense.
Extend your outreach beyond virtual meetings and a public comment period where you place comments in bubbles on 6 different pages of information
and actually walk the streets that you're talking about impacting (and no, the LHA walks down portions of Lee Highway don't count, though I heard the
only voices in support of the plans were the ones with microphones who had organized the walk while the dozens of people who showed us to participate
were concerned and opposed). The county can get this right but as it stands, these scenarios and the vision have missed the mark and are in need of a
lot of revision and rethinking. Please take into consideration the neighborhoods most impacted and look for a way to involve them in the solution because
we all want to see the Lee Highway corridor thriving and be a place for new neighbors and businesses but we must also be realistic in what we are
asking of the community and thread the needle to make it work for everyone involved. Thank you and please do not hesitate to reach out if you want to
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discuss further.
Reply by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:50pm [Comment ID: 3852] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

This comment reflects my concerns based on living in the neighborhood for 21 years. I don't oppose change, but both options would change the
character of our neighborhood for the worse. I agree that we can find a different way to thread the needle and make changes to the Lee Highway
corridor work for everyone.
Reply by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 4:57pm [Comment ID: 4010] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Your suggestions are very much on point! Agreed, we all want to see the Lee Highway corridor thriving. We can work together to make that
happen, but the presented scenarios ignore the actual community here and the families who are invested in it.
Reply by James Churbuck on 06/21/2021 at 12:28am [Comment ID: 4109] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Change is a low standard of achievement. We want improvements without harm. The improvements should benefit the community that is here
now. We invested in this community and we make it what it is. If someone from outside our neighborhood wants a massive mixed use building at
the back of their lot fine...but don't ask me to tolerate that level of intrusion into my "Arlington experience" because they think it's progress.
We should not let Lee Highway zoning get decided as one package.
We should demand options that are commercial only and not mixed use.
We should demand that infrastructure impacts (e.g. schools, roads, sewage, electricity, water, etc.) be identified and budgeted for before making
zoning changes.
We should ask the same for budgeting for green space acquisitions. "What's the plan and what's the budget for development associated green
spaces?" Once debated, then have the zoning discussion.
We should demand that the county foreswear the use of eminent domain, too.
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#147
Posted by MARY BOHMAN on 06/17/2021 at 9:33pm [Comment ID: 3849] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

I am a 21 year resident of the Yorktown neighborhood. I support change, but the scale of options A and B would change our neighborhood for the worse.
The options presented would require large scale development. I prefer the current Lee Highway over the proposed 7 story development, added traffic
(that requires management), and loss of the neighborhood character.

#148
Posted by Brad Teague on 05/13/2021 at 11:15am [Comment ID: 3535] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: -1

I don't believe there is a viable scenario that provides this section of the corridor the revitalization it deserves without larger lot consolidation.

#149
Posted by Nina Nichols on 06/20/2021 at 11:59pm [Comment ID: 4103] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Previous community input can't be the only basis for these zoning changes intended to transform Lee Highway's housing, economy, transit, public
spaces, and sustainability. There is very little description of what data informs the two 'preliminary' scenarios. This presentation says that the zoning
changes "could allow" some changes to occur, but there's no explanation of why it is reasonable to expect only the hoped-for results.

#150
Posted by Melissa Jackson on 06/20/2021 at 6:21pm [Comment ID: 4015] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

Judging by the relatively low number of comments here (positive or negative), there hasn't been a great enough push to get residents this information,
particularly in the communities within a few blocks of the corridor. I learned about it from our civic association's Facebook page, but you would think the
county would employ other means to reach its residents directly. Some of the people most affected by these proposals (seniors, lower-income families)
aren't on social media 24/7 and might not even have internet. Others are too busy to keep up. Has there been a mailing, flyers, or other traditional
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means of reaching people directly?
Reply by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:48pm [Comment ID: 4098] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

My sense is that the folks behind this effort are only interested in validation of their plans, not on, for example, us telling them that we don't want
Rosslyn-Ballston, Columbia Pike, or Crystal City like development. This method of outreach can say "we've been out there for years, nobody
participates, so everyone must agree." All the questions are skewed in favor of development, so most of the feedback misrepresents what people
really feel.

#151
Posted by Elizabeth Foster on 06/20/2021 at 10:35pm [Comment ID: 4050] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

The community can welcome duplexes and triplexes, but consolidating a block of single family homes to create a mixed use building and extending 25th
street to Harrison Street will only push traffic to quiet residential streets without sidewalks - defeating the purpose.
Reply by James Churbuck on 06/20/2021 at 11:57pm [Comment ID: 4102] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Do you have property that would be turned into one of these duplexes or triplexes--or something adjacent to such a site? if you don't lose your
home, you may lose privacy and street parking at a minimum.
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